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CREATE
Powerful in browser DAW 

DISTRIBUTE
Directly upload from the Spume Studio to social media and streaming

apps

SPUME STUDIO 

ACCESS
 First in class ease of use and accessability for both professionals and beginners  

http://spume.io/
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SPUME'S WEB3 MUSIC STUDIO IS OUR FIRST STEP TO CREATE, PUBLISH, SHARE, AND STREAM MUSIC AS NFT'S 



A music-makers secret weapon

Spume Studio is a state of the art compositional native to all web browsers, with the
best experience in Google Chrome. 

With its intuitive and simple layout Spume Studio includes all of the core creative 
functionalities without the complexity and cost of a traditional DAW. 

Built for artist collaboration, with Spume Studio you can make music on the go, 

without worrying about losing any data or carrying hard drives. You can host a chat 
room or video chat with other artists within the software itself while collaborating 
on a project.

It’s the ultimate workflow companion to any emerging music-maker on the go!



New technologies and monetization
Spume Studio features innovative and unique functions not found in other DAW’s

including smart midi files, video communication, a unique chord creator, and the ability

to use your own vst plugins within the DAW.

Spume Studio will also be able to mint its own NFT’s and monetize your productions

directly within the DAW.

Spume is a companion app that lets you hum or beatbox an idea into your 

phone to then export into the Spume Studio, giving you the ability to convert to midi

files and start producing. 



• Higher Streaming Rates
• Transparency with stream plays and revenue share splits
• Fast pay outs and direct to the rights holder on a per
stream basis
• ISA Player (Interactive Spatial Audio)

Integrated Marketplace and Next Level Audio Player 
 



Target Audience Website
Requirements

1.Keep It Simple
    (workflow)
2. Fast Loading Speeds
    (expected)
3. No Barriers to Content
    (Full Screen)
4. Make It Personal
    (VIP)



Values and Main Targets

●Open a door to your place of inspiration 
●Be a mirror to our target
●Easy and intuitive
●Has an exclusive appeal



Marketing within the DAW

If brands want to be culturally relevant today, they need to think beyond 
advertising and create relevant ‘opt-in’ brand experiences. The game has changed - it
is less about brands convincing consumers and more about brands creating distinctive
and engaging experiences that consumers want to seek out, learn more about, and
participate in themselves. 

Make content, not ads. Create experiences, not activations. Build communities, 
not social posts. This simple change in mindset will ensure that consumers no longer
feel as if they are being ‘chased’, but rather that they are being ‘invited’.



Developing a User Base

Gaining trust for your community is the
foundation for a successful dApp
adoption.

By building partnerships with influencers 
within our audience, we create brand 
ambassadors that promote to an 
already loyal fan base.

Highlight and model the unique 
workflow of the DAW and make it stand 
out against the rest.



Monetizing the Platform

Beginner account

Intermediate account

Pro Account

(We offer data storage up to 10TB in Pro Mode) 

All accounts have a pay-as-you-go, unlimited streaming service

Brand sponsored music remix and talent contest for all users to participate

We want to encourage upgrading and the purchasing of additional beat packs and add-ons.

We offer a limited trial of 30 days. After the trial ends, you get a choice of:

Other Monetization for All Accounts



• Immersive Audio Experience 
• Interactive with touch effects 

• Realtime effects EQ, Delay, Reverb 
• Metaverse ready 

Interactive Spatial Audio Player 



Spume 360

Spume Music Studio

Spume Music Marketplace

Content
Creators

& Producers

Social Media & 
Distribution 

Outlets

Spume Streaming Player Membership Costs to utilize the Spume Music Studio

 Fees to upload sell your music NFT on the marketplace

 Cost to stream a song and/or purchase unlimited streams

Revenue Streams at Each Stage
1.

2.

3.

Independent
Artists

& Labels

Maestro 
GPT AI



New Streaming Service that
benefits artists & listeners

 
Users only pay for the services that benefit them and are used.
Users have the ability to interact and follow their favorite artists in a new exciting
medium
Streaming royalties and other revenue benefits staked Spume Token holders
Artist/Label can decide if they want to sell a "digital cd style" product or make it
available in the free tier or both
Spume music player brings a new interactive and spatial audio experience to users
A more equitable streaming service for artists and labels and a better user
experience


